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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a model for measuring the relationship between the use of agile methods to manage the development of Internet websites and their quality. Agile methods are a general purpose approach for managing the development of new products, which are often associated with Internet software. Agile methods may be used for improving website quality by obtaining early customer feedback on a large number of frequent software releases. Agile methods are characterized by early customer involvement, iterative development, self organizing teams, and flexibility. This model may help managers better understand the business effects of adopting or failing to adopt agile methods for the $2 trillion U.S. electronic commerce industry.

1. Introduction

Does use of agile methods improve quality of Internet websites used for $2 trillion electronic commerce industry by U.S. firms?

Agile methods are a contemporary management approach used for developing Internet or electronic commerce websites by U.S. firms. There is a well-documented debate among management scholars about the best approaches for managing the development of Internet websites. Some scholars believe traditional methods rooted in well-established scientific management principles lead to high quality Internet websites. However, contemporary management scholars believe agile methods have the characteristic of a job-shop or craft industry predating the scientific management era and are the best approach for managing the development of high-quality Internet websites.

Agile methods are an approach used for managing the development of internet software, which aspire to improve website quality from early customer feedback on a large number of frequent releases.

Our challenge is to identify, survey, select, or develop a scholarly instrument for measuring the use of agile methods and the quality of Internet websites, and then collect data to determine whether their use is linked to higher quality websites for electronic commerce by U.S. firms. Though agile methods are a general purpose approach for managing the development of new products, they are often associated with Internet software, which is the focus of this paper.

There seems to be no middle ground on this issue. Some management scholars firmly believe agile methods lead to lower quality websites and others believe agile methods lead to higher quality websites, with neither side offering much empirical evidence to support their claims. We hope to create the first in a long line of scholarly papers which test the relationships between the use of agile methods as a management approach for developing Internet websites and improved website quality for electronic commerce among U.S. firms.

Internet websites are the fundamental tool for conducting business transactions on the Internet, otherwise known as electronic commerce. The U.S. alone generates around $1.95 trillion in revenues using Internet websites each year. Likewise, U.S. firms commit between $152 and $231 billion in information technology expenditures each year to achieve these revenues. Currently at stake is a ten fold return on investment in electronic commerce revenues to information technology expenditures by U.S. firms each year (e.g., revenues ÷ expenditures).

U.S. managers have already committed between 50% and 67% of their information technology projects to the use of agile management methods [1]. They may want to know whether the use of agile methods for managing the development of Internet websites leads to higher quality websites and what the potential consequences to lower electronic commerce revenues are if the detractors of agile methods are indeed correct — That is, whether traditional methods rooted in scientific management principles are superior to those of agile methods associated with the much earlier job-shop or craft industry tradition of the early industrial revolution in the U.S. The lessons associated with both sides of these debates will be addressed throughout this paper.
1.1. Rationale and justification

Today, U.S. firms generate more than $2 trillion each year from electronic commerce and Internet websites are a big part of this massive revenue stream [2]. As a result, the top 500 U.S. firms spend more than $231 billion per year on Internet related technologies in order to exploit this potential revenue [3]. Furthermore, much of the annual $400 billion U.S. defense budget is devoted to information technology as well [4], which may increase interest in the results of this paper. There are more than 250,000 software projects in the U.S. of which more than 72% have failed or are failing [5]. Therefore, executives and managers of U.S. firms may benefit from the knowledge that agile methods may be linked to better website quality. There has never been a greater need for scholarly studies of agile methods.

1.2. Goals and objectives

The research goals and objectives are to gather information that might determine if a link exists between the use of agile methods for managing the development Internet software and website quality for electronic commerce. Therefore, the research goals and objectives are to examine the empirical links between the theoretical factors of agile methods and scholarly constructs of website quality in the field of electronic commerce. Conversely, the research goals and objectives of this paper are also to determine if early customer involvement, iterative development, self organizing teams, and flexibility are not linked to scholarly models of website quality for electronic commerce. Negative correlations between the factors of agile methods and website quality for electronic commerce are just as important as positive ones.

1.3. Research questions

The basic research area to be explored is whether the use of agile methods by U.S. firms is more effective than traditional approaches based on scientific management principles. A closely related question is how firms manage the development of Internet software for the $2 trillion U.S. electronic commerce industry? Another closely related question is what management approaches are linked to website quality for U.S. firms? And, of course, what factors are motivating the use of new management approaches such as agile methods?

Specific questions include whether the major factors or principles of agile methods are linked to website quality among U.S. firms. Is the use of early customer involvement linked to website quality among U.S. firms? Is the use of iterative development linked to website quality among U.S. firms? Is the use of self organizing teams linked to website quality among U.S. firms? Is the use of flexibility linked to website quality among U.S. firms? Equally important is whether the answer to these questions is “no.”

2.0 Literature review

2.1. History of computers and software

Modern electronic computers are characterized by four major generations: first generation vacuum tube computers from 1940 to 1950, second generation transistorized computers from 1950 to 1964, third generation integrated circuit computers from 1964 to 1980, and fourth generation microprocessor computers from 1980 to the present [6, 7, 8]. By 1972, there were 170 programming languages in the U.S. alone [9] and today there are over 8,500 programming languages worldwide [10]. First and second generation computers did not have any operating systems, third generation computers consisted of the first multiprogramming operating systems such as UNIX, and fourth generation computers were best characterized by personal computer operating systems such as MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows [8]. The international software industry grew slowly in revenues for commercially shrink-wrapped software from about zero in 1964, to $2 billion per year in 1979, and $50 billion by 1990 [11, 12]. By 1990, there were over 20,000 commercial shrink-wrapped software packages on the market [13]. And, the international software industry grew to more than $90 billion for pre-packaged software and $330 billion for all software-related products and services by 2002 [3]. First and second generation computers were not known to have been networked together, third generation computers gave rise to packet switching theory, and fourth generation computers gave rise to the Internet as we know it today, when the number of computers on the Internet reached 110 million in 2001 [14, 15].

2.2. History of electronic commerce

Electronic commerce is as old as the computer and software industries themselves and predates the Internet era of the 1990s [16]. There is no standard taxonomy of electronic commerce technologies, but they do include major categories such as magnetic ink character recognition, automatic teller machines,
electronic funds transfer, stock market automation, facsimiles, email, point of sale systems, Internet service providers, and electronic data interchange, as well as electronic retail trade and shopping websites [16]. Second generation computers were associated with electronic commerce technologies such as magnetic ink character recognition or MICR created in 1956 [17]. Third generation computers were associated with electronic commerce technologies such as automatic teller machines, electronic funds transfer, stock market automation, facsimiles, email, point of sale systems, electronic bulletin boards, and electronic data interchange. Early fourth generation computers were associated with electronic commerce technologies such as the vast automation of the stock market. Mid fourth generation computers were associated with electronic commerce technologies such as selected electronic services, electronic retail trade, and electronic shopping and mail order houses, which today garner more than $1.95 million in revenues [2].

2.3. History of software methods

Methodologies may be regarded as formal processes for managing the development of information systems, which standardize the steps of design with the intention of improving productivity and quality [18]. The mainframe era of the 1960s included software methods such as database design, automatic programming, software project management, early user involvement, structured methods, and formal methods. The midrange era of the 1970s included software methods such as software life cycles, software reviews, object oriented methods, software testing, software environments, software quality assurance, and software processes. The microcomputer era of the 1980s included software methods such as rapid development, software reuse, and software architecture. Finally, the Internet era of the 1990s included software methods such as agile methods.

2.4. History of agile methods

Agile methods gained prominence in the late Internet and early personalized eras to accommodate the uniquely flexible nature of Internet technologies. Agile methods are an approach for managing the development of software, which are based upon obtaining early customer feedback on a large number of frequent software releases [19]. The dynamic systems development methodology or DSDM has three broad phases, which consist of requirements prototypes, design prototypes, and then an implementation or production phase [20]. Scrum is a light weight software development process consisting of implementing a small number of customer requirements in two to four week sprint cycles [21]. Extreme programming or XP consists of collecting informal requirements from on-site customers, organizing teams of pair programmers, developing simple designs, conducting rigorous unit testing, and delivering small and simple software packages in short two-week intervals [22]. Open source software development involves freely sharing, peer reviewing, and rapidly evolving software source code for the purpose of increasing its quality and reliability [23]. Crystal methods involve frequent delivery; reflective improvement; close communication; personal safety; focus; easy access to expert users; and a technical environment with automated testing, configuration management, and frequent integration [24]. Feature driven development involves developing an overall model, building a features list, planning by feature, designing by feature, and building by feature [25].

3.0 Examples of agile methods

3.1. Scrum

In 1993, Jeff Sutherland of the Easel Corporation adapted the principles from the “new product development game” [26] to the field of computer programming management, explicitly calling it “scrum” [21]. In particular, scrum assumes that the “systems development process is an unpredictable and complicated process that can only be roughly described as an overall progression.” Furthermore, scrum’s creators believed the “stated philosophy that systems development is a well understood approach that can be planned, estimated, and successfully completed has proven incorrect in practice.” Therefore, scrum’s creators set out to define a process as “a loose set of activities that combines known, workable tools and techniques with the best that a development team can devise to build systems.” Today, scrum is composed of three broad phases: (a) pre-sprint planning, (b) sprint, and (c) post-sprint meeting. During the pre-sprint planning phase, computer programmers gather to prioritize customer needs. During the sprint phase, computer programmers pretty much do whatever it takes to complete a working version of software that meets a small set of high priority customer needs. Finally, during the post-sprint meeting, computer programmers demonstrate working software to their customers, adjust their priorities, and
repeat the cycle. Today, scrum is gaining in widespread popularity for its overall simplicity.

3.2. Extreme programming

In 1998, 20 software managers working for the Chrysler Corporation published an article on how they devised a management approach called “extreme programming” or XP to turn around a failing software project that would provide payroll services for 86,000 Chrysler employees [22]. In their article, they stated that “extreme programming rests on the values of simplicity, communication, testing, and aggressiveness.” They also stated that the “project had been declared a failure and all code thrown away, but using the extreme programming methodology, Chrysler started over from scratch and delivered a very successful result.” Extreme programming consists of 13 principles: (a) planning game, (b) small releases, (c) metaphor, (d) simple design, (e) tests, (f) refactoring, (g) pair programming, (h) continuous integration, (i) collective ownership, (j) onsite customer, (k) 40 hour workweek, (l) open workspace, and (m) just rules. What these 20 software managers did was start over, get an informal statement of customer needs, gradually evolve a simple system design using iterative development, apply rigorous testing, use small teams of programmers, and get early customer feedback on their evolving design. In the end, Chrysler was able to deploy an operational payroll system serving more than 86,000 employees. Today, extreme programming is the most widely used management approach for developing software.

3.3. Feature driven development

In 1997, three software managers and five software developers created a software development approach called “feature driven development” to help save a failed project for an international bank in Singapore [25]. In their textbook, they stated that “the bank had already made one attempt at the project and failed, the project had inherited a skeptical user community, wary upper management, and a demoralized development team.” Furthermore, they stated that “the project was very ambitious, with a highly complex problem domain spanning three lines of business, from front office automation to backend legacy system integration.” In order to address this highly complex problem domain that had already experienced severe setbacks, they created an agile and adaptive software development process that is “highly iterative, emphasizes quality at each step, delivers frequent tangible working results, provides accurate and meaningful progress, and is liked by clients, managers, and developers.” Feature driven development consists of five overall phases or processes: (a) develop an overall model, (b) build a features list, (c) plan by feature, (d) design by feature, and (e) build by feature. Feature driven development also consists of other best practices in software management and development such as domain object modeling, developing by feature, individual class ownership, feature teams, inspections, regular builds, configuration management, and reporting and visibility of results.

3.4. Dynamic systems development

In 1993, 16 academic and industry organizations in the United Kingdom banded together to create a management approach for commercial software called the “dynamic systems development method” or simply DSDM [20]. Their goal was to “develop and continuously evolve a public domain method for rapid application development” in an era dominated by proprietary methods. Initially, DSDM emphasized three success factors: (a) “the end user community must have a committed senior staff that allows developers easy access to end users,” (b) “the development team must be stable and have well established skills,” and (c) “the application area must be commercial with flexible initial requirements and a clearly defined user group.” These success factors would later be expanded to include functionality versus quality, product versus process, rigorous configuration management, a focus on business objectives, rigorous software testing, risk management, and flexible software requirements. DSDM consists of five major stages: (a) feasibility study, (b) business study, (c) functional model iteration, (d) design and build iteration, and (e) implementation. The goal of DSDM is to explore customer requirements by building two full scale prototypes before the final system is implemented.

4. Studies of agile methods

4.1. Early case studies

In 1989, three managers from IBM in Rochester, Minnesota, published an article on how IBM devised a management approach called the “new development rhythm,” to bring the AS/400 midrange computer to market in only two years [27]. The new development rhythm consisted of six major principles: (a) modularized software designs, (b) software reuse, (c)
rigorous software reviews and software testing, (d) iterative development, (e) overlapped software releases, and (f) early user involvement and feedback. IBM’s new development rhythm was a remarkable feat of management science, and boasted a long list of accomplishments: (a) time-to-market improvement of 40%, (b) development of seven million lines of operating system software in 26 months, (c) compatibility with 30 billion lines of commercial applications, (d) $14 billion in revenues, and (e) the IBM corporation’s first Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award.

In 1995, two management scholars from MIT’s Sloan School of Management published a textbook on how Microsoft managed the development of software for personal computers, dubbed the “sync-n-stabilize” approach [28]. The synch-n-stabilize approach consisted of six major principles: (a) parallel programming and testing, (b) flexible software requirements, (c) daily operational builds, (d) iterative development, (e) early customer feedback, and (f) use of small programming teams. Microsoft’s success was indeed remarkable, and their synch-n-stabilize approach did indeed help them create more than 20 million lines of code for Windows and Office 95, achieve customer satisfaction levels of 95%, and maintain annual profit margins of nearly 36%.

In 1998, two management scholars from both the Harvard Business School and MIT’s Sloan School of Management published a textbook on how Netscape managed the development of software for the Internet, dubbed the “judo strategy” [29]. Some of the more notable principles characteristic of Netscape’s judo strategy included: (a) design products with modularized architectures; (b) use parallel development; (c) rapidly adapt to changing market priorities; (d) apply as much rigorous testing as possible; and (e) use beta testing and open source strategies to solicit early market feedback on features, capabilities, quality, and architecture. The judo strategy helped Netscape achieve $1.4B in revenues, a 168% growth rate, and capture 90% of the market share for Internet browsers.

4.2. Early scholarly studies

In 1998, a management scholar from the Harvard Business School conducted a study on how U.S. firms manage the development of websites, referring to his approach as “Internet time” [30]. He set out to test the theory that website quality was associated with three major principles: (a) greater investments in architectural design, (b) early market feedback, and (c) greater amounts of generational experience. Correlational analysis supported two of the hypotheses, e.g., greater architectural resources and early market feedback were associated with higher website quality, but not the third, e.g., greater experience among computer programmers is associated with higher website quality.

In 1999, two management scholars from Boston College’s Carroll School of Management conducted a case study of 28 software projects to determine the effects of Results driven incrementalism on project success [31]. Their approach consisted of the use of targeted business results, a series of non-overlapping increments, increments implementing everything required to produce desired results, 90 day iteration periods, and feeding back the results of each increment into subsequent iterations. What they found was that software projects that use iterative development deliver working software 38% sooner, complete their projects twice as fast, and satisfy over twice as many software requirements.

In 2003, two management scholars conducted a study of 42 software projects, 19 implementing agile methods and 23 of them implementing more traditional waterfall methods [32]. They measured actual effort in person hours, estimated effort in person hours, balanced relative error bias, actual schedule performance in calendar days, estimated schedule performance in calendar days, and the amount of functionality implemented. What they found was that agile projects have fewer overruns due to better requirements from early user involvement.

4.3. Early surveys

In 2003, Reifer Consultants conducted a survey of 78 projects from 18 firms to determine the effects of using agile methods to manage the development of software [33]. What they found was that 14% to 25% of respondents experienced productivity gains, 7% to 12% reported cost reductions, and 25% to 80% reported time-to-market improvements.

In 2004, CIO Magazine conducted a survey of 100 information technology executives with an average annual budget of $270 million to determine the effects of agile management on organizational effectiveness
What they found was that 28% of respondents had been using agile management methods since 2001, 85% of the respondents were undergoing enterprise wide agile management initiatives, 43% of the respondents were using agile management to improve organizational growth and market share, and 85% said agile management was a core part of their organizational strategy.

4.3. Newest surveys

In 2006, Digital Focus conducted a survey of 136 respondents to determine the effects of using agile methods to manage the development of software [36]. What they found was that 27% of the respondents were adopting agile methods for a project, 23% of the respondents were adopting agile methods company wide, 51% of the respondents wanted to use agile methods to speed up the development process, 51% of the respondents said they lacked the skills necessary to implement agile methods at the project level, 62% of the respondents said they lacked the skills necessary to implement agile methods at the organization level, and 60% planned on teaching themselves how to use agile methods.

In 2006, Version One conducted an international survey of 722 respondents to determine the effects of using agile methods to manage the development of software [37]. What they found was that 86% of the respondents reported time-to-market improvements, 87% of the respondents reported productivity improvements, 86% of the respondents reported quality improvements, 63% of the respondents reported cost reductions, 92% of the respondents reported the ability to manage changing priorities, 74% of the respondents reported improved morale, 72% of the respondents reported risk reductions, 66% of the respondents reported satisfaction of business goals, and 40% were using the scrum method.

In 2006, Ambysoft conducted an international survey of 4,232 respondents to determine the effects of using agile methods to manage the development of software [38]. What they found was that 41% of organizations were using agile methods; 65% used more than one type of agile method; 44% reported improvements in productivity, quality, and cost reductions; and 38% reported improvements in customer satisfaction.

5. Agile manifesto

In 2001, the central figures responsible for creating agile methods convened a council to analyze the similarities between their approaches, the goals of agile methods, and how agile methods differed from the traditional methods. The manifesto for agile software development states, “we are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it” [39]. They devised four broad values: (a) “individuals and interactions over processes and tools,” (b) “working software over comprehensive documentation,” (c) “customer collaboration over contract negotiation,” and (d) “responding to change over following a plan.” Furthermore, they stated, “while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.” In other words, they value individuals and interactions, working software, customer collaboration, and responding to change much more than processes and tools, comprehensive documentation, contract negotiation, and following a plan. They also devised 12 broad principles, which can be summarized as: (a) early customer involvement, (b) iterative development, (c) self organizing teams, and (d) flexibility. Early customer involvement provides feedback on working software releases; iterative development means programmers produce frequent small releases of working software; self organizing teams means programmers are free to manage themselves as they see fit; and flexibility means use of informal processes, freely accepting changing requirements, and structuring the software itself to accommodate change. The values opposed software methods characterized by processes, tools, documentation, contract negotiation, and following plans.

6. Conceptual model of agile methods

Following an analysis of literature on agile methods, a conceptual model of agile methods was created. The conceptual model consisted of five broad factors: (a) early customer involvement, (b) iterative development, (c) self organizing teams, (d) flexibility, and (e) website quality. While a factor analysis of numerous textbooks and articles was conducted over a 2.5 year period, [39] and [40] served as the primary sources of the four principal factors of agile methods. An analysis of 76 research studies from 44 scholarly journals covering 138 authors, 200 factors, 564 variables, 2,550 instrument items, and 30,797 respondents was then conducted to identify and select operational variables and measures for each of the five factors comprising the model. 14 variables and 61 instrument items were chosen that were: (a) conceptually aligned with the factors of agile methods and website quality, (b) used within the same study to
ensure inter-item reliability, and (c) proven to exhibit high levels of validity with the fewest number of instrument items.

6.1. Early customer involvement

6.1.1. Responsibility. To what extent do customers lead the project team? To what extent do customers estimate project costs? To what extent do customers approve additional resources? To what extent do customers select hardware and software? To what extent do customers have responsibility for system success? To what extent do customers have responsibility for system development? [41]


6.1.3. User-IS relationship. To what extent do customers draw up formalized agreements of work to be done? To what extent do customers make changes to formalized agreements of work to be done? To what extent do customers sign off on formalized agreements of work to be done? To what extent do customers receive information concerning progress or problems? To what extent do customers review system requirements produced by developers? To what extent do customers approve system requirements produced by developers? To what extent do customers review work done by developers? To what extent do customers approve work done by developers? [41]

6.2. Iterative development

6.2.1. Non-linearity of process. To what extent are product concepts redefined a lot of times in a project? To what extent are the concept and prototype stages interwoven with each other? To what extent are new concept definitions formed after prototype tests? To what extent are product designs changed more than five times during development? [42]

6.2.2. Knowledge development. To what extent are lots of iterations based on customer feedback prior to release? To what extent are lots of new ideas developed and tested during development? To what extent are numerous failed experiments produced during development? To what extent are customer preferences learned as a result of new iterations? To what extent are actual products different from initial expectations? [43]

6.2.3. Design change frequency. To what extent are many design changes and redesigns produced during development? To what extent do design changes and redesigns grow more frequent during development? [44]

6.3. Self organizing teams

6.3.1. Affective trust. To what extent do team members make emotional investments in working relationships? To what extent do team members have sharing relationships with each other? To what extent do team members talk freely about difficulties and know others want to listen? To what extent do team members feel a sense of loss if they could no longer work together? [45]

6.3.2. Cognitive trust. To what extent do team members know everyone approaches their work with professionalism? To what extent do team members trust each other’s competence and preparation for a job? To what extent do team members believe they can rely on one another to do careful work? [45]

6.3.3. Communication quality. To what extent do team members answer each other’s questions in a timely manner? To what extent do team members respond to questions with correct and useful answers? To what extent do team members respond to questions in a thoughtful manner? [45]

6.4. Flexibility

6.4.1. Process flexibility. To what extent are changes made to a system in a timely manner? To what extent does up-to-date knowledge and expertise about a system exist and is shared? To what extent do system developers and customers coordinate their actions with one another? [46]

6.4.2. Structural flexibility. To what extent does formal system design separation and modularity exist within a system? To what extent do systems have a built-in capacity for change and change acceptance? To what extent are data and components integrated consistently across the system? [46]

6.5. Website quality

6.5.1. Website design. To what extent do websites provide in-depth information? To what extent do websites avoid wasting time? To what extent do websites make it quick and easy to complete transactions? To what extent do websites allow for
personalization? To what extent do websites have a good selection of products, services, and information? [47]

6.5.2. Fulfillment/reliability. To what extent do websites accurately represent products to be delivered? To what extent do websites provide products ordered from them? To what extent do websites satisfy the product delivery times they promise? [47]

6.5.3. Security/privacy. To what extent do websites provide the feeling that privacy is protected? To what extent do websites have adequate security features? [47]

6.5.4. Customer service. To what extent are websites designed to respond to customer needs? To what extent are websites designed to show a sincere interest in solving problems? To what extent are websites designed to answer inquiries promptly? [47]

7. Summary

Similar, but not identical, papers have empirically examined the use of agile methods for managing the development of Internet software and website quality. These papers have implied or even shown limited and indirect linkages between the use of agile methods and primitive constructs of Internet software quality, reliability, and robustness. Some have even gone as far as to link the use of agile methods to basic notions of website quality and project success. In doing so, these papers have demonstrated some empirical evidence of the reliability and validity of these hypothesized inferences and knowledge claims. These papers may reduce the risks associated with attempting to link the use of agile methods to website quality for electronic commerce. The uniqueness of this paper is a holistic focus on all of the major tenets of agile methods. This paper proposes to link the use of agile methods to scholarly models of website quality for electronic commerce. Thus, this may be one of the first holistic examinations of agile methods for the $2 trillion U.S. electronic commerce industry.
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